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Summary
The blood–brain barrier (BBB) is a dynamic barrier essential for central nervous system interstitial fluid separation from circulating
blood. This dynamic separation ensures maintenance of neuronal microenvironment homeostasis against that of the everchanging in solutes and toxin concentration in circulating blood. The blood–brain barrier structure is complex, it has multiple
contributors, such as specialised blood microvascular endothelium, neurons, astrocytes and pericytes. Transfer of essential nutrients to the brain and waste products from the brain to circulating blood is tightly regulated and facilitated by a large surface area
and specialised transport systems. It is not only the physical characteristics of the barrier that assist in maintenance of neuronal
microenvironment, biochemical substances and the high trans endothelial electrical resistance also play a major role.
Circumventricular organs are those parts of the central nervous system lacking the blood–brain barrier. These are essential for
optimum central nervous system interaction with circulating blood directly or using neurotransmitters.
Primary or secondary central nervous system pathological states, such as infective and noninfective causes, directly or indirectly
induce biochemical mediators that may disrupt and alter blood–brain barrier structure and function.
Understanding of the blood–brain barrier anatomy and physiology assists in developing treatment methods to overcome
degenerative and pathological states negatively affecting the central nervous system.
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Introduction

the periphery. Reese and Karnovsky presented a solute exchange
barrier between the blood and the brain by means of endothelial

To maintain normal brain function, the neural environment must

tight junction complexes.5

be preserved within a narrow homeostatic range. This requires
a tight regulation of transportation of cells, molecules and ions

Development of the BBB is complex. It lies in the early com-

between the blood and the brain.1 Such tight regulation is

munications of the embryonic endothelium with neural cells.

maintained by a unique anatomical and physiological barrier

BBB matures during fetal life and is well formed by birth.6,7

formed collectively in the central nervous system (CNS). The

The BBB is structurally defined as specialised endothelial cells

three CNS barrier layers that contribute to the neural tissue,
blood and cerebrospinal fluid separation are:

lining the intraluminal side of brain capillaries.6

• A highly specialised endothelial cell (EC) layer comprising of

It is a highly regulated interface that separates peripheral

the BBB separating the blood and brain interstitial fluid.

circulation and the central nervous system. It is estimated that

• The blood-cerebrospinal fluid barrier (BCSFB) separates

every neuron has a capillary, human brain total length equals

blood from the choroid plexus epithelium which secretes

650 km and capillary surface area available for molecular

the specialised cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) into the cerebral

transport is as high as 20 m².8,9

ventricles.

Circumventricular organs

• The arachnoid epithelium separating the blood from the

Parts of the CNS structures lack BBB covering; these are the

subarachnoid CSF.2,3

secretory group (pineal gland, median eminence, neuro-

Blood–brain barrier discovery and existence has progressed over

hypophysis), the sensory organs (lamina terminalis, subfornical

the years. It was first described by Ehrlich in1885; he described

organs, area postrema) and subcommissural organs. These are

how dye injection into the blood circulation stained peripheral

collectively known as circumventricular organs (CVO).10,11 Lack

organs but not the spinal cord and the brain.4

of BBB in these organs helps in their neurons sensing changes

Later in 1913, Edwin Goldmann showed that direct injection of

in hormones and ion concentration changes in CSF and blood

trypan blue into the CSF stained cells within the CNS and not in

stream.
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Structural components of BBB
Components of BBB are neurons, astrocytes, microglia, pericytes
and blood vessels with specialised endothelial cells. The intimate
contact between the above components and the functional
interactions and signalling between them form a dynamic
functional unit, known as the neurovascular unit.12

Neurons
Neurons need a constant supply of oxygen and nutrients within
8–20 µm of distance from capillaries. The brain homeostasis is
critical and necessary because neurons are sensitive to many
compounds and to subtle changes in their concentrations.
Neurons are also part of the neurovascular unit as their terminals
arrive to all cells forming the BBB.13
Figure 1: Schematic drawing of the blood–brain barrier and its cross
sectional view11

Endothelial cells
Brain microvascular endothelial cells (BMVEC) are situated at
the interface between the blood and the brain. They perform
essential biological functions including barrier, transport of
micro/macronutrients, receptor mediated signalling, leucocyte
trafficking and osmoregulation.14 The BMVEC structural components include:
• Tight junctions (TJ) composed of TJ proteins (occludin,
claudins, zonula occludens (ZO-1, ZO-2, ZO-3, cingulin, AF6,
7H6).
• Adherent junctions (AJ) are composed of cadherin, catenins,
vinculin and actin.
• Junctional adhesion molecules that belong to the
immunoglobulin superfamily.13,14
The high trans-endothelial electrical resistance (TEER) in brain
endothelium of more than 2 000 Ohm.cm2 compared with that
of 2–20 Ohm.cm2 resistance in peripheral capillaries is due to a
better occlusion of the intercellular cleft by the TJ complex than
in peripheral capillaries. TJ integrity depends highly on intact AJ,
where the cell–cell adhesion molecules are found.13

Figure 2: Blood–brain barrier cross sectional view12

Transport mechanisms across BBB
Essential substances cross the BBB via paracellular or
transcellular pathways. This transport is strictly limited through
both physical (tight junctions) and metabolic barriers (enzymes,
diverse transport systems). Nutrients, ions and other molecules
cross the BBB by paracellular diffusion through the junctional
complex or by the transcellular pathway across the cells. Other
factors that determine how easily the substance will passively
diffuse through BBB include size less than 180 Da, fewer than 10
hydrogen bonds and lipid-soluble molecules.16

Astrocytes
These are glia cells that envelop 99% of BBB endothelium.
Astrocytes are essential for proper neuronal function and
astrocyte-BMVE interaction in the neurovascular unit. They are
seen as the nerve glue or cement part of the structure. Astrocytes
also play a role in sonic hedgehog signalling in the brain which
suppresses expression of inflammatory mediators in the brain
endothelial cells.15

There are specific transporters that bring in essential nutrients.
Essential nutrients, like glucose, are carried across the BBB by
slc2a1 also known as GLUT1. Other transporters include slc16a1
for lactate and pyruvate, slc7a1 for cationic amino acids, and
slc7a5 for neutral amino acids and L-DOPA.4,13

Pericytes
These are flat, undifferentiated, contractile connective tissue
cells that develop around capillary walls. Association of pericytes
to blood vessels has been suggested to regulate endothelial cell
proliferation, survival, migration, differentiation, and vascular
branching.
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Blood–brain barrier and pathological states
Infectious (HIV, meningitis) and non-infectious (Parkinson’s disease, trauma, stroke, epilepsy, multiple sclerosis, Alzheimer’s,
tumours – primary and metastatic) pathological states induce
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Figure 3: Schematic presentation of different transport mechanisms across the blood–brain barrier4
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• Bradykinin, histamine, serotonin, glutamate purine
nucleotides: ATP, ADP, AMP, adenosine, platelet-activating
factor, phospholipase A2, arachidonic acid, prostaglandins,
leukotrienes.
• Interleukins: IL-1α, IL-1β, IL-6, tumour necrosis factor-α (TNF-α),
macrophage-inhibitory proteins (MIP1 and MIP2).
• Complement-derived polypeptide C3a-desArg, free radicals,
nitric oxide.9

Conclusion
BBB is not the only CNS barrier known. BBB has barrier and
carrier functions but not all brain surfaces are covered by this
barrier. Enhanced BBB permeability is an invariable response
to a primary brain insult and is commonly associated with a
variety of brain injuries. Specific pathological changes at the BBB
such as opening of the endothelial tight junctions, enhanced
transcytosis, damage to the extracellular matrix, upregulated
transmembrane water transport, changes in nutrient transport,
and pore formation lead to barrier failure.
Understanding BBB physiology and pathological state assists
in developing drug delivery methods in order to overcome the
difficulties in CNS penetration.
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